
 
Nar-anon WSC Top Ten 2016 

1. Outreach/ new groups keeping Nar-anon focused ; a fellowship of those affected 
by drug addiction in a relative or friend 

2. Outreach Letters combined to two for simplicity: for individuals or for 
professionals both include the statement as a clear reference to drug addiction: 
"Nar-anon cooperates, but is not affiliated, with Narcotics anonymous"  

3. Voting in regional affairs clarification: GSR each group has 1 vote, a RSC 
member may no longer be a GSR because RSC members have a vote, delegate 
and alt delegate represent all groups in a region not a single group so do not vote 

4. Narateen- a safe place for teens to recover 

- Narateen Table card for teens by teens: approved!                                  

- “31 Days in Narateen” writings being submitted, many from South 
America                                                          

 - Narateen meetings are all closed except by group 
conscience                                                                          

 - Narateen subcommittee added under area and/or region in GLS, Guide to 
Local Service, to provide the support, guidance and assistance needed for a 
Narateen group to comply with region safety 
guidelines                                                     

- Narateen section of GLS in development using passed and on hold 2016 
motions for CAT in 2018 

5. Literature for the fellowship 

- We still belong 

- Steps 10-12 

- Boundaries and Consequences 

6. New process for use of service and outreach material after BOT approval prior to 
WSC- items used under fellowship review then items then would go into CAT 

7. Social media as an outreach tool- protecting anonymity- carry the message of 
hope and recovery in Nar-anon; sub-committee formed to investigate 

8. Group conscience and business meetings section in GLS  
9. Website development- Internet a powerful outreach tool- guidebook revised to 

remain current eliminating rapidly changing apps etc. 
10. Tally process being examined by committee incl. BOT - process by which steps 

traditions or concepts of service might be changed 



 

 


